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Abstract—A minmax protocol offers a general method to
automatically optimize steganographic algorithm against a wide
class of steganalytic detectors. The quality of the resulting
steganograhic algorithm depends on the ability to find an
”adversarial” stego image undetectable by a set of detectors
while communicating a given message. Despite minmax protocol
instantiated with ADV-EMB scheme leading to unexpectedly
good results, we show it suffers a significant flaw and we
present a theoretically sound solution called Backpack. Extensive
experimental verification of minmax protocol with Backpack
shows superior performance to ADV-EMB, the generality of the
tool by targeting a new JPEG QF100 compatibility attack and
further improves the security of steganographic algorithms.

Index Terms—Steganography, Steganalysis, Distortion func-
tion, Adversarial attacks

I. INTRODUCTION

Steganography is the art of covertly communicating se-
cret messages inside innocuous-looking objects. Steganaly-
sis solves the opposite problem of detecting the presence
of messages hidden. Steganographers and steganalysts have
antagonistic goals, which makes game theory particularly well
suited to model their interaction and it is deeply engraved into
the history of the field. New steganographic methods have been
created to become undetected by increasingly sophisticated
steganalysis detectors and the other way around.

While steganalysis has observed a lot of automation driven
by the adoption of increasingly more powerful machine learn-
ing techniques, most steganographic techniques are derived
heuristically. A small list of exceptions are MiPod fam-
ily [1], [2], [3], [4], Natural Steganography [5], Model-Based
steganography [6], and ASO [7], but none of them is general
enough to optimize steganography against arbitrary class of
detectors.

If game theory matches so well the steganographer vs
steganalyst competition, why steganography cannot be au-
tomatized by finding the equilibrium of the game modeling
interaction between two parties? Until very recently, the main
problem was the size of the game.1 Practically, interesting
games were simply too big to find a solution in a reasonably
finite computational time. A min max protocol [8], [9] has
been proposed to find an approximate solution for the stegano-
graphic game exploiting a well-known double-oracle algorithm

1By the size of the game, it is understood the number of steganographer’s
strategies (any function assigning costs to pixels or more generally embedding
a message into a given cover object) and steganalyst’s strategies (represented
by any function from the space of images to {cover, stego}) .

for approximately solving large games [10]. The protocol is
instantiated in [8] with steganographic detectors based on
CNNs (or their variants) and ADV-EMB algorithm [11] ex-
ploiting those detectors, demonstrated an increase of security
of steganographic algorithms [8] that was not thought to be
possible.

The min max protocol (double-oracle algorithm), starts by
solving a very small game, where the strategy set of each
player contains exactly one strategy. In each iteration, the
strategy set of each player is extended by their best responses
to the current solution of the game (better best responses leads
to a better solution). For steganalysts, finding the best response
corresponds to creating a new detector by training a CNN.
For steganographers, this amounts to embedding messages into
images such that the resulting stego images are undetectable
by a set of detectors created in previous iterations. In the rest
of the paper (see section II), we show that since the ADV-
EMB scheme can attack at most one detector at a time, it
provides a very weak best response and hence decreases the
quality of the solution found by the min max protocol. We,
therefore, propose a new algorithm called Backpack, which
does not suffer the problems of ADV-EMB. Experimental
results confirm that solutions found by min max protocol are
better with Backpack than with ADV-EMB, resulting in a more
secure steganographic algorithm.

Backpack can be regarded as an adversarial attack against
a fixed set of steganographic detectors, since it tries to
create an image communicating the secret message while
being undetectable against all of them. Its main advantage
is that it is general as it can be used against any detector
differentiable with respect to the input image while being
relatively lightweight. The last property is very important, as
for example a greedy variant of Syndrom Trellis Codes [12]
is even more general than Backpack, but suffers from a high
computational complexity preventing it to be effectively used
inside min max protocol. An efficient adversarial embedding
scheme is consequently a key ingredient of min max protocol
providing the best response and vice-versa, an adversarial
scheme without min max protocol (or its variant solving the
game) does not provide any convergence guarantees.2

A. Contributions of the paper
Compared to the work presented in [14], this paper provides

necessary supplementary materials, including :

2ASO [7] has proposed an attack targeted against an ensemble of linear
classifiers utilizing SPAM [13] features, but it has lacked the minmax
protocol, hence the algorithm did not converge with an increasing number
of iterations.
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1) A deeper analysis of the drawbacks of the ADV-EMB
scheme, (see II.C)

2) A more detailed presentation of the principle of stochastic
gradient optimization of additive approximation of non-
additive distortion function, (see IV)

3) A comparison with an alternative formulation of ternary
embedding changes based on the double-tangent approx-
imation proposed for generative steganography (see V.B)

4) Comparisons between ADV-EMB and Backpack for an
extended set of adversaries, (see V.C), this is an extremely
important point which shows that, contrary to ADV-EMB,
the iterative property of backpack enables to attack a
set of adversaries. This again demonstrates that solving
larger games where both players have larger and more
powerful strategies leads to better solutions / more secure
steganographic algorithms.

5) We further demonstrate the flexibility of Backpack by
optimizing steganographic methods against recently pro-
posed JPEG QF100 compatibility detector [15]. While
JPEG QF100 might seem like a niche, it is very popular
as it represents 16% of images uploaded to Flickr [16]
by a range of very popular camera models.

6) A covariance analysis of the different DCT modes (see
VII)

7) A sensitivity analysis to payload mismatch (see VII).
8) A sensitivity analysis to cover source mismatch (see VII).
9) A discussion about the stopping criterion.

10) An analysis of the behavior of Backpack for steganogra-
phy in the spatial domain (see VII).

11) Companion codes and materials which can be used to ei-
ther run the attack or use the trained adversaries available
at https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/solene.bernard/backpack .

This contribution is organized as follows. The next section II
recalls two important prior arts (ADV-EMB and min max pro-
tocol) whose combination achieves (previous) state-of-the-art
steganography security performances. Section III presents the
necessary background needed to design an adversarial attack in
the context of steganography by cover modification: relation-
ships between embedding costs and embedding probabilities,
compliance with the entropy constraint, and definition of the
objective function. It formalizes the problem we tackle, i.e.
the computation of the gradient of expected detectability of
stegos through function f w.r.t. the embedding costs. Sec-
tion IV presents step-by-step how to calculate the gradient
of a differentiable steganalyzer with respect to embedding
costs thanks to the softmax Gumbel distribution and how
to use such gradients to jointly deceive several classifiers.
The experimental section V shows the effect of the proposed
scheme on the security of the obtained embedding costs
and analyzes the impact of the adversary on the embedding
strategy.

B. Notations

In the sequel, letters in bold are used to represent vectors.
The corresponding nonbold letters are used for vector ele-
ments. The calligraphic letters are used for sets. Cover and
stego objects are respectively denoted as x = (xi)

n and

y = (yi)
n where n is the number of pixels of the image.

We use z = (zi)
n to denote the stego objects that will be

communicated by Alice. Note that z is a special type of y. The
corresponding sets are denoted as X , Y, and Z respectively.
ω ∈ {0, 1} denotes the class of an object which is either cover
(ω = 0) or stego (ω = 1). N is the number of objects in the
database.

More specifically, the next section uses the following ad-
ditional notations. A steganographic algorithm is any pair of
functions hemb(x,m,k) : I×M×K → I and gext(x,k) : I×
K →M for which it holds that gext(hemb(x,m,k),k) = m
for all m ∈M, k ∈ K, and x ∈ I. Spaces I, M, and K are
respectively the space of all images, messages, and keys.

Furthermore, a steganographic detector is any function
f(x) : I → {cover, stego}, although it is more convenient
to assume f(x) : I → R and x is assigned to stego class if
the output is greater than some threshold t.

II. PRIOR ART ON ADVERSARIAL EMBEDDING

In this section, we present the two main ingredients nec-
essary to implement a steganographic adversarial embedding
scheme potentially offering high practical security. The first
ingredient is the embedding adversarial scheme designed to
fool the steganalyzer, the second one is a protocol that can
be used to iterate through retraining and generating new stego
images. The last paragraph highlights the inherent problem
associated to the presented adversarial scheme.

A. The ADV-EMB scheme

The ADV-EMB scheme presented in [11] is the first ad-
versarial embedding scheme proposed in steganography and
it is inspired by the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM)
attack designed to generate adversarial contents. This heuristic
method updates embedding costs coming from a reference
method like J-Uniward [17] or UERD [18] according to the
sign of the gradient of the classifier f . This cost modulation,
applied on a subset of the image coefficients, is meant to
move the stego image toward the detection region of the Cover
class. The size of the subset is computed to be close to the
border of the detection region and to avoid going too far in the
Cover detection region, which would make the Stego image
detectable after retraining. The updating rule for a cost ρ+i
associated with a +1 embedding change for coefficient i is
given by:

ρ+,newi =


ρ+i /α if ∂f

∂yi
(y) < 0,

ρ+i if ∂f
∂yi

(y) = 0,

ρ+i α if ∂f
∂yi

(y) > 0,

(1)

where α is a parameter that the authors empirically set to
2.

B. The min max protocol

Paper [8] proposes a min max protocol based on the fol-
lowing observations: (i) for a steganographer aware of the
steganalyst’s model, an adversarial embedding scheme can be
chosen to adapt the distortion function (attaching a cost to

https://gitlab.univ-lille.fr/solene.bernard/backpack
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Fig. 1: Average detectability given by each classifier f j

(columns) evaluated on each adversarial stego database Zi
(rows) as part of min max protocol with ADV-EMB for JPEG
images at QF 75 and payload 0.4 bpnzAC, with J-Uniward as
initial costs and XU-Net detectors. The blue color is for images
detected as cover (the probability of stego class is below 0.5),
whereas red is for images classified as stego.

each image coefficient) to avoid the detection and (ii) the
steganalyzer can react by training a new classifier to detect
the new technique. It leads to an endless game between two
players with antagonistic goals. The outcome of the game
relies on the pair of actions associated with both rivals. In other
words, each player wonders “How can I anticipate what move
will be played so that I behave optimally.” This is the exact
context of competitive games. The contribution of [8] consists
in introducing game theory notions to solve the steganographic
game. Defining the steganographic problem employing Game
Theory allows defining an optimal steganographic algorithm
(an embedding function) as a solution. Ref. [8] proposes to
solve min max equilibrium instead of the more common Nash
equilibrium, which leads to more stable optimization. The
same reference also proposes to replace optimization over
infinite sets by a sequence of optimization over finite sets as
used in the double-oracle algorithm [10].

Note that practically, this iterated game can be simulated
on Alice’s side, as she can alternate between building new
stego images trying to defeat previously trained adversaries;
and training an adversary, which is trained to distinguish
the new stego images from the cover images, at the end of
each iteration of the protocol. Consequently, each iteration
consists of the creation of (i) new stego images minimizing
detectability w.r.t. the strongest opponent over a finite number
of detectors and (ii) a new detector to identify the new stegos.
By doing so, it is shown that the embedding function converges
and the steganographic security is improving. The experiments
in [8] use previously proposed ADV-EMB to deceive a single
detector, which is shown later has a pathological behavior,
which limits the min max protocol.

C. min max protocol combined with ADV-EMB

The main issue of ADV-EMB is that it is meant to defeat
only one classifier, and combined with the min max protocol,
ADV-EMB consequently only defeats the latest classifier. This
drawback is illustrated in Figure 1, which shows after each
iteration the detectability of the stego contents for each trained
classifier.

We can notice that the low detectabilities are associated
only with the last trained classifier, the previous ones being
still able to correctly classify stego contents, even before
retraining. It is non-surprising since ADV-EMB tries to defeat
only one detector and ignores the other ones. Even if the
min max protocol leverages the best-generated stego contents
to train a suited detector, ADV-EMB is not ideal since it does
not take into account weaker but important classifiers before
generating the stego content. One of the goals of this paper
is to develop a new attack targeting a whole set of classifiers,
this embedding will then unleash the ability of the min max
protocol to generate more efficient adversaries.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Practically, steganography by cover modification can be
simulated by drawing a stego simulating the impact of the
embedding reached by an optimal coding function. It is done
by drawing independently a modification bi inside a pre-
defined set of candidate integers B3 that will be added to
each image coefficient indexed by i according to a discrete
distribution defined by change rates (πji )j∈B. The probability
distributions of each image coefficient are directly obtained
from the costs ρji and the size of the message |m| [19].

For a given size of message |m| (in bits) and an additive
distortion function described by its cost map ρ, a theoretical
result gives the distribution of stego images provided by
the optimal coding function. The probability distribution of
stego modifications Pb

([
j1 .. jn

]
|ρ, λ

)
=
∏n
i=1 Pbi(bi =

ji|ρ, λ) gives independent probability distributions Pbi over
the image coefficients (thanks to the additivity property of the
distortion function which is assumed to hold). The probability
of modification of a cover coefficient indexed by i by value j
is equal to

πji = Pbi(bi = j|ρ, λ) =
e−λρ

j
i∑

k∈B e
−λρki

= pji (ρ, λ), (2)

where λ is tuned such that the entropy of the probability
distribution Pb is equal to the length of the message, i.e

H(π) = −
n∑
i=1

∑
j∈B

πji log πji = |m|. (3)

Finally, λ is itself a function of ρ and |m|, because
of the entropy constraint of Equation (3). But it exists no
explicit expression of this function. Because we do want to
emphasize the fact that λ depends on those two variables, we
will sometimes write λ as λ = Λ(ρ, |m|). Solving equation
H(Pb(.|ρ, λ)) = |m| in order to find λ is usually achieved
by binary search.

The problem we solve is for a given cover object x to find
an embedding cost map ρ minimizing detectability of a stego
object y = x + b by a non-additive distortion4 function f(y)
(read steganalyst), where b ∼ Pb(.|ρ, λ) and f being almost

3for ternary embedding bi ∈ B = {−1, 0, 1}.
4note that on one side the adversary, i.e. the classifier, is non-linear hence

non-additive. Even if Backpack is optimized against a set of non-additive
adversaries, it leverages additive costs to embed in practice.
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Fig. 2: The steganography by cover modification pipeline.

everywhere differentiable with respect to y. We, therefore,
focus on simulation of embedding changes. The stego object
y = x+b is a realization of a random variable and the global
corresponding pipeline is show in Fig. 2. Under this setting,
our goal is to minimize the expected detectability over all
possible stego objects written as :

arg min
ρ,λ

Eb∼Pb(.|ρ,λ)[f(x + b)], (4)

subject to the entropy constraint:

H(Pb(b|ρ, λ)) = |m|. (5)

We want to tackle the above problem using a classical
optimization method to remove all heuristics. Here we propose
to use gradient descent with respect to ρ. However, its use for
this problem is not straightforward for two reasons: first, the
optimization problem contains a constraint on the entropy; sec-
ond, the exact computation of the gradient of the expectation
of f with respect to ρ is prohibitively expensive. To compute
it exactly, one would need to sum over the support of all stego
images (for a given cover), which has a complexity of order
|B|n (recall that |B| is the cardinality of embedding changes
and n is the number of coefficients that can be modified during
embedding).

We are therefore interested in finding a computable value
of:

∇ρEb∼Pb(.|ρ,λ)[f(x + b)], (6)

that is, finding an approximation of (6) that would be
sufficiently accurate while being computationally cheap.

For reasons to be unveiled shortly after (section IV-A),
let us first temporarily focus on gradient computation for a
fixed realization b of modifications. This amounts to back-
propagating through the forward pipeline shown in Fig. 2,
which contains all the successive operations made from the
cost ρ to obtain a stego image y.

The computation of the gradient can be computed by the
following chain rule if all functions are differentiable:

∇ρf(y) = ∇yf(y) · ∂y
∂b
· ∂b
∂π
· dπ
dρ

. (7)

For clarity, we use the conventional indexation of Jacobian
matrices and vector ∇ρf(y) is thus a line vector. The last
Jacobian matrix of the chain rule is the total derivative of π
w.r.t. ρ. It is necessary because πji = pji (ρ, λ) is a function
two dependant variables, because λ = Λ(ρ, |m|).

Given the value of the total derivative, this gradient depends
on ∂π

∂ρ ,
∂π
∂λ and ∂λ

∂ρ .

A considerable difficulty is the computation of the gradient
of the modifications bi with respect to the probabilities πji .
Because bi is an integer drawn according to the probabilities
(πji )j∈B and there is no direct expression of the gradient. A
second issue comes from the computation of λ with respect
to the cost ρ. Because we saw that no explicit expression of
Λ exists, the gradient is not straightforward.

The next section, which is the core of this contribution,
proposes solutions to tackle this problematic differentiation
and overcome the aforementioned difficulties.

IV. DIFFERENTIABLE STEGANOGRAPHY

The idea we propose is to optimize the cost ρ w.r.t. the
detectability of a detector f by a standard optimization. We
will use gradient descent on the costs in order to decrease
f(y). In the usual gradient descent setting, we need to compute
the gradient ∇ρE[f(y)], and for a given ρ, we would update
it by the following formula

ρ← ρ− α∇ρEb∼Pb(.|ρ,λ)[f(x + b)], (8)

where α > 0 is the step size of the gradient descent. We will
see that several approximations and relaxations are necessary
to achieve gradient descent to learn cost maps.

A. Re-parametrization trick

The first idea is to exploit the parameterization of the
discrete (multinomial) distributions Pbi so that we can com-
pute the sample bi as a deterministic function B of πi =
(πji ), j ∈ B and a vector of independent random variables ri
drawn from another distribution R. We have bi = B(πi, ri).
The path-wise gradients from bi to πi can then be computed
without encountering any stochastic nodes. This is a very
general scheme, and many pairs of (B, r) could fit for drawing
according to a discrete distribution.

Decoupling modification probabilities from the stochasticity
of the randomly drawn modifications will allow computing the
gradient of DCT coefficients yi w.r.t. the distribution parame-
ters πji , as it is shown in section IV-B1. This reparametrization
allows also to permute the gradient and the expectation:

∇ρ E
b∼Pb(b|ρ,λ)

[f (x + b)] =∇ρ E
r∼R

[f(x +B(π, r))]

= E
r∼R

[∇ρf(x +B(π, r))]

(9)
where π depends on the variable ρ. The main advantage of

the re-parametrization is that the Monte-Carlo (MC) estimate
of the gradient in Equation (6)

E
r∼R

[∇ρf(x +B(π, r))] ≈ 1

K

K∑
`=1

∇ρf(x+B(π, r`)). (10)

has lower variance than that of Equation (6). The number K
of drawn samples r1, . . . , rK , controls the trade-off between
the variance of the estimate and the computational complexity.
In the experiments presented in section V, K was set to the
highest number that the GPU memory allowed.
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Now the problem is focused on how to compute ∇ρf(y) =
∇ρf(x + B(π, r)), for fix random values r. It is the subject
of the next subsection.

B. Differentiable coefficient modifications

Because of the chain rule∇ρf(y) =
∑
i
∂f(y)
∂bi
∇ρbi, we can

focus on the value of ∇ρbi. To simplify the notation, we can
drop the index i. It means that, in the scope of this subsection,
the modification b of a coefficient is a scalar with probability
distribution described by a vector π = (πj)j∈B of length |B|.
Likewise, ρ is |B|-dimensional vector containing modification
costs of a single coefficient.

The next paragraphs present two approaches to compute the
gradient of Categorical distributions. Their respective qualities
depend on the chosen pair (B, r). The canonical way to do so
is to divide the interval [0, 1] into |B| buckets of sizes π and
then return the index of the bucket in which a random variable
u with uniform distribution on [0, 1] falls. This operation,
called Stair, is a function of π and u. However, the derivative
of Stair w.r.t. πji is either equal to 0 or undefined, which means
the gradient is not informative to gradient descent. We start
by presenting the chosen differentiation for Backpack which
relies on the Gumbel distribution and the softmax function. An
alternative from [20], called Double-Tanh, is also presented.

1) Softmax Gumbel: Calculating the gradient of the ex-
pectation of a discrete probability distribution with respect
to its parameters is a very well-studied problem. From the
vast prior art, we have chosen the method [21] relying on
the Gumbel distribution. This technique has the advantage
of giving a general formula to draw samples according to
any discrete distribution so that it can be used without a
modification for n-ary coding, and its theoretical properties
are well analyzed. It can be shown that discrete modifications
can be drawn by sampling g = (gj)j∈B, which is a vector
of independent entries sampled from the standard Gumbel
distribution G(0, 1), and applying the following deterministic
function:

b = HG(π,g) = arg max
j∈B

(gj + log πj). (11)

In the above function HG (called Hardmax Gumbel), the
arg max can be conveniently replaced by the softmax function:

softmax
(
v1, . . . , vn

)
=

1∑n
k=1 e

vk
(ev

1

, . . . , ev
n

),

which is a well-known approximation of arg max, as can be
seen from

lim
τ→0

softmax
(
v1

τ
, . . . ,

vn

τ

)
= (0, 0 . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0),

where the 1 is on arg maxi v
i position and τ is a temperature

parameter controlling the smoothness of the approximation.
Replacing arg max in Equation (11) by a softmax approx-

imation with temperature leads to :

b̃τ = SGτ (π,g) =
∑
j∈B

j νj , (12)

with ν = softmax
(
g + logπ

τ

)
. (13)
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Fig. 3: For a given value of triplet g = (g−1, g0, g+1) (where
gj ∼ G(0, 1) are independently drawn from Gumbel standard
distribution), the value of the modification b̃τ = SG(p, g) is
plotted the z-axis for all possible triplets of probabilities p =
(p−1, p0, p+1), and for 4 values of τ . The triplets are plotted
in the trilinear coordinate system.

The gradient of the continuous modification b̃τ w.r.t. π are
easy to compute and have non-zero values. It can be conve-
niently plugged in the chain rule (7) although the resulting
gradient is biased when τ > 0.

Figure 3 offers a visualization of the influence of τ on
the output of the Softmax-Gumbel (SG) function, for a fixed
realization of a random vector g and fixed probability vector
π.

2) Staircase and Double-tanh functions: A common ap-
proach to draw samples from a categorical distribution with
probabilities π = (π−1, π0, π+1) is to draw a sample u from
a uniform distribution U(0, 1) and pass it through a staircase
function defined as

b = Staircase(π, u) =

 −1, if u < π−1

0, if π−1 ≤ u < π−1 + π0

+1, otherwise
(14)

For purposes of calculating gradients in (6), UT-GAN [20]
replaces the non-differentiable discrete staircase function with
this kind of continuous approximation, here extended5 to the
case of non-symmetric ternary costs:

b̃τ = DTτ (π, u)

= −1

2
tanh

(
π−1 − u

τ

)
− 1

2
tanh

(
π−1 + π0 − u

τ

)
,

(15)

where τ > 0 is temperature parameter.
DTτ (π, u) is differentiable with respect to πj and the ran-

dom number u is not in the gradient path. Similarly as for the
Gumbel Softmax, the gradient of the continuous modification
b̃τ have non-zero values but the fact that they are not integers
induces a bias in the computation of (10). The bias in question
vanishes as τ → 0.

5In [20], the DT function is introduced in the π−1 = π+1 case. By adding
this constraint, and with an appropriate choice of parameter τ , it can be shown
that the same DT function as in [20] can be retrieved from (15).
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C. Using the gradient of an implicit function

Last step of chain rule (7) is about computing dπ
dρ . Because

πji = pji (ρ,Λ(ρ, |m|)), this Jacobian matrix is obtained from
the total derivative formula as

dπ

dρ
=
∂π

∂ρ
· ∂ρ
∂ρ

+
∂π

∂λ
· ∇ρλ

=
∂π

∂ρ
+
∂π

∂λ
· ∇ρλ

(16)

Although function Λ is implicit, its gradient ∇ρΛ(ρ, |m|))
can be computed. Recall that for a given ρ, λ is a solution of
an entropy constraint (Equation (3)), therefore it holds that

H(Pb(ρ, λ)) = H(Pb(ρ,Λ(ρ, |m|))) = |m|,

and therefore H(Pb(ρ,Λ(ρ, |m|)))−|m| = 0. Applying total
derivative to this equation as well gives :

d

dρ
H(Pb(ρ,Λ(ρ, |m|))) = ∇ρH(π)· ∂ρ

∂ρ
+
∂H(π)

∂λ
∇ρλ = 0,

from which the desired gradient of Λ(ρ, |m|) can be ex-
pressed as

∇ρλ = −
(
∂H(π)

∂λ

)−1
∇ρH(π). (17)

D. Final approximation of the gradient, with continuous mod-
ifications

In order to be able to compute ∂b
∂π , Backpack uses the

Softmax gumbel approximation6 so that discrete modifications
are no longer needed but instead smooth ones b̃τ controlled
by a temperature τ can be used. The stego, obtained by the
summation of the modifications to the cover are therefore
denoted by ỹ = x + b̃τ . We can also show that ∂ỹk

∂b̃kτ
equals

to the identity matrix, because ∂(xi+bi)
∂bj

= [i = j]. So we can
remove it from the chain rule formula.

Combining Equation (9) with Equations (10), (7), (16)
and (17) yields to a closed form expression for the gradient :

∇ρ E
b̃τ∼Pb̃τ

(.|ρ,λ)
[f(ỹ)] ≈

(
1

K

K∑
k=1

∇ỹkf(ỹk)
∂b̃kτ
∂π

)
×(

∂π

∂ρ
− ∂π

∂λ

(
∂H(π)

∂λ

)−1
∇ρH(π)

)
. (18)

For practical computation, this formula is not required, as it
can be handled automatically by using the auto-differentiation
capabilities implemented in most of the libraries dedicated to
deep learning. Only Equation (17) is needed to specify the
gradient of a non explicitly differentiable function Λ.

However, for the curiosity of the reader, we show below
the explicit value, for a unique sample of stego, the value of
∂f(ỹ)

∂ρlk
, expressed from all computations in Table I.

6Using the Double-Tanh approximation is also possible but proved to lead
to poorer performances, see V-B2.

E. Optimizing embedding costs

The theoretical analysis presented in the previous sections
allows us to efficiently approximate the gradient of Equa-
tion (6) by estimating a gradient of its smooth approximation
while complying to a constraint on the entropy. It allows to use
the desired gradient descend method to minimize detectability
with respect to all detectors in a set Fk =

{
f i
}k
i=1

as needed
in the kth step of min max protocol. However, due to the
bias introduced by using continuous modifications, it would
be unwise to solely plug our gradient estimate into the update
rule (8) and perform descent. We need to find an algorithmic
solution that mitigates the incurred bias and checks if smooth
modifications based on gradients do optimize the detectability
of integer-valued modifications.

The proposed algorithm with pseudocode shown in Algo-
rithm 1 uses several continuous approximations of discrete em-
bedding changes to optimize iteratively the embedding costs ρ.
It monitors the (signed) maximal detectability margin, i.e. the
maximal observed difference between the stego-probabilities
of a stego x + b (integer-valued case) or x + b̃ (real-valued
case7) and the corresponding cover x. In each iteration, it
checks if the margin of stego images with discrete modifica-
tions follows the same downward trend as the detectability of
stego images with real-valued modifications. If the detectabil-
ity margin of integer-valued stegos is negative, the algorithm
terminates; otherwise, it continues. If the detectability margin
of stego images with continuous modifications is negative,
the temperature is halved in order to gradually reduce the
aforementioned bias. A negative maximal margin means that a
stego has defeated all classifiers. Algorithm 2 summarizes the
steps needed to compute the margins. Note that the first step
of this algorithm uses a binary search to determine λ which
is a common practice in steganography.

The progress of the proposed algorithm on minimizing the
detectability of a single stego object against a single detector is
shown in Figure 4. Although the optimization uses continuous
approximation of stego objects (blue line), the main goal is to
create stego objects with discrete embedding change (orange
line). We can observe that in the very beginning, when temper-
ature is high, there is a big difference between the detectability
of continuous approximations and that of actual stego objects.
But as the algorithm iterates and temperature decreases, this
difference becomes negligible because distributions Pb̃(.|λ,ρ)
and Pb(.|λ,ρ) are getting closer and closer.

The proposed algorithm is iterative; therefore, it does not
suffer the weakness of ADV-EMB described in section II-A,
and it is well suited to minimize detectability measured as a
maximum over a set of steganalyzers.

V. GLOBAL EVALUATION

In this section, Backpack is compared to ADV-EMB in
terms of their ability to provide stegos that fool detectors
as part of the min max protocol (see section II-B). Note
that due to the weakness described in section II-C the ADV-
EMB algorithm is computationally less expensive, since it

7with bi = sign(round(b̃i)) and sign(0) = 0.
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Data: Cover image x, initial embedding costs ρ0,
initial τ0, sample size K, classifier set F

Result: Adversarial optimized embedding costs ρ
ρ← ρ0 // initial cost map
τ ← τ0 // initial temperature
{(õk, ok)← Margins(f,x,ρ, |m|, τ,K) for f ∈ F}
õ← max

k
õk and o← max

k
ok

// Maximum detectability margins for
respectively smooth stego and
actual stego images

while True do
while õ > 0 and o > 0 do

Update ρ by one step of gradient descend with
∂õ
∂ρ

{(õk, ok)← Margins(f,x,ρ, |m|, τ,K) for f ∈ F}
õ← max

k
õk and o← max

k
ok

end
if o ≤ 0 then

Return ρ // The average
detectability of real stego
x + b is below the
detectability of cover: the
attack has succeeded

else
while õ ≤ 0 do

// The detectability of smooth
stego x + b̃ is below the
detectability of cover

τ ← τ
2 // Decrease the
temperature

{(õk, )← Margins(f,x,ρ, |m|, τ,K) for f ∈ F}
õ← max

k
õk

end
end

end
Algorithm 1: Proposed algorithm optimizing embedding
costs to minimize detectability of a stego object with
respect to a set of steganalyzers F . The algorithm uses
calls to function Margins, defined in Algorithm 2.

is sufficient to optimize it against the last steganalyzer fk,
whereas Backpack needs to be optimized with respect to all
classifiers f ∈ Fk.8

A. General experimental settings

1) Images: The experiments in this paper use the JPEG
version of the BossBase database [22] of size 512 × 512 in
greyscale format and compressed with Quality Factor (QF)
100 and 75.

2) Steganalysis: The detectability of the steganographic
scheme is measured by the error rate Perr. It is defined, for a
given classifier f discriminating between cover X and stegos
Y , by:

8Due to the max function, a single steganalyzer from the set Fk is attacked
at each step of Algorithm 1, but this classifier is potentially different at every
step.

Data: Classifier f which outputs the probability of
stego class, cover image x, embedding cost map
ρ, message length |m|, temperature τ and
sample size K

Result: Approximate detectability margins (õ, o) of
smooth/actual stego from cover w.r.t. to
classifier f .

Function Margins(f , x, ρ, |m|, τ , K):
λ← Λ(ρ, |m|) // to satisfy the

constraint on entropy
o← 0 and õ← 0 // margin

initialization
for ` from 1 to K // iterate over

samples
do

for each pixel i do
πji ← pji (ρ, λ),∀j ∈ B // probability

to add change j to pixel i

gji ∼ G(0, 1),∀j ∈ B // draws from
Gumbel standard
distribution

b̃i ← SGτ ({gji }j∈B, {πji }j∈B)
// compute smooth changes

bi ← HG({gji }j∈B, {πji }j∈B)
// compute actual changes

ỹi ← xi + b̃i
yi ← xi + bi

end
õ← õ+ f(ỹ)
o← o+ f(y)

end
õ← õ/K − f (x)
o← o/K − f (x) // normalization for

averaging and gap from
classifier response to cover

end
Algorithm 2: Algorithm to approximate theoreti-
cal margins Eb̃τ∼Pb̃(.|λ,ρ)[f(x + b̃τ )] − f (x) and
Eb∼Pb(.|λ,ρ)[f(x + b)] − f (x) from K MC samples
of smooth changes (depending on τ ) or integer-valued
changes.

Perr =
1

2
(Ex∈X [I [f(x) ≤ t]] + Ey∈Y [I [f(y) > t]]) , (19)

where I(.) denotes the Iverson function. Unless stated other-
wise, the threshold t is set to 0.5 for detectors whose output
is a score in [0; 1]. Since the goal of steganography is to be
undetectable, a higher Perr value is better.

A proper evaluation through the min max protocol requires
two sets of steganalyzers. The first set of classifiers F is
available to Alice, who runs the min max protocol. Depending
on the experiments, in this work, this set might contain
either all classifiers with XuNet architecture [23] (differing in
weights) noted F = {XuNet}, or all classifiers with XuNet,
SrNet [24] and EfficientNet [25] architectures (denoted by
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∂b̃τ,k

∂πji
[k = i]

1

τ

zji

πji
(j − b̃τ,i) where zji =

e
g
j
i
+log π

j
i

τ∑
l∈B e

gl
i
+log πl

i
τ

∂πji
∂ρlk

λ[k = i]πji

(
πli − [l = j]

)
∂πji
∂λ

πji

∑
m∈B

ρmi π
m
i − ρ

j
i


∂H(π)

∂λ
−

n∑
i=1

∑
j∈B

∂πji
∂λ

(
1 + log πji

)
∂H(π)

∂ρlk
−

n∑
i=1

∑
j∈B

∂πji
∂ρlk

(
1 + log πji

)
= −λ

∑
j∈B

πjk

(
πlk − [l = j]

)(
1 + log πjk

)

TABLE I: Analytic formulas of the gradients needed to compute ∇ρf(ỹ).
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Fig. 4: Effect of decreasing the temperature τ during optimiza-
tion of embedding costs for a given cover image. Is plotted
on the left y-axis the average and variance of detectability (1
for stego class and 0 for cover class) given by classifier f0

(for which f0(x) = 0) over 20 sampled simulated continuous
stego objects (blue plot where s̃ = x + b̃τ ) and for 20
sampled simulated discrete stego objects (orange plot, where
s = x + b), over 33 steps of optimization on the x-axis.

F = {XuNet,SrNet,EfficientNet}). The second set, F̃ , of
classifiers is available to Eve. In our experiments, F̃ contains
all deep-net type classifiers with XuNet, SrNet9 and Efficient-
Net architectures as well as classifiers trained with DCTR [26],
GFR [27] or JRM [28] features. This experimental setup
allows investigating two different setups, which practically
examine the case where Alice’s assumption on Eve’s classifiers
is correct and when it is not.

At each iteration of the min max protocol, a new stegan-
alyzer fk is trained by classifying cover objects and stego
objects created in the previous iteration. Steganalyzers are
trained on full-size images of 512× 512 coefficients. We use
2 × 4000 cover and stego objects for training, 2 × 1000 for
the validation set and the remaining 2×5000 to estimate error
rates. The training database is shuffled after each epoch. In
each batch, we apply data augmentation based on random
mirroring and rotation of the batch images by 90 degrees. 100

9XuNet and SrNet were implemented in Pytorch.

epochs are used for training using Adam optimizer [29]. The
configuration achieving the best validation accuracy is used as
the result of training.

For XuNet, the network is trained starting with randomly
initialized weights (zero-mean Gaussian with standard devia-
tion 0.01). Mini-batches have size 32 and contains 16 cover-
stego pairs. The configuration of SrNet is the one proposed
in [24]. It uses mini-batches containing 8 cover-stego pairs.
The implementation of EfficientNet follows recommendations
from [25]. We use version B0 and remove the stride in the first
layer. It is initialized by a pre-trained network on ImageNet.
No paired training is used, and the mini-batch size is 16.

The initial learning rate of respectively XuNet, SrNet and
EfficientNet are 1e-3, 1e-3 and 5e-4. Its value during the
training is changed by the scheduler ReduceLROnPlateau.
The remaining parameters of Adam are kept to default setting.

3) Optimization of embedding costs: Both compared meth-
ods require initialization of embedding costs, for which those
of J-Uniward [17] were used (this has been done in [30]).
The ADV-EMB method for adjusting costs is implemented
as described in section II-A. Backpack uses Adam [29] with
different values of the step size of the gradient descent α to
optimize the embedding costs ρ in Algorithm 1.

To make sure that the while loop in Algorithm 1 terminates,
the total number of iterations cannot exceed a maximal number
of steps. When F contains NNs of 3 architectures, this number
is set to 500 until iteration 5 and to 2000 until the end of
the protocol. When F contains NNs with XuNet architectures
only, this number is set to 500 for whatever iteration.

Then, the number of samples needed to compute the gradi-
ent of expected error (Equation (10)) varies with the number
of classifiers in F . Although a single sample is frequently
sufficient, more samples improve predicted gradients accuracy
and can be calculated in parallel on the GPU in the same
batch. However, as min max protocol progresses, the gradients
need to be calculated with increasingly more models, which
occupies the memory of GPU and therefore, the number of
samples has to be decreased progressively. It is why, when
F is spanned by XuNet architectures only, we use K = 30
samples until fourth iteration of min max protocol, with
K = 20 samples until eighth iteration, and then with K = 10
samples. Against three classifier architectures, at iteration 1,
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Fig. 5: Perr of test sets w.r.t iterations of the protocol with
images with Quality Factor 75, an embedding rate of 0.4
bpnzAC, cost initialized with J-Uniward and applied with our
attack Backpack with SGE (left) or ADV-EMB attack (right
column). Assumed class of detectors is XuNet architecture,
and real detectors are XuNet, SrNet, DCTR and GFR.

we estimated the gradient with K = 5 samples, at iteration
2, we used K = 2 samples, and starting from iteration 3, we
used K = 1.

For all experiments, the initial temperature was set to τ0 =
5. The learning rate α is set to 0.5 for experiments with images
at QF 75 and 0.1 for images at QF 100.

B. Results

1) Comparison between ADV-EMB and Backpack: For
each attack (ADV-EMB and Backpack), we ran the protocol
for 7 iterations with F = {XuNet} with images at QF 75 and
payload 0.4 bpnzAC. At each iteration, the Perr of three other
blind steganalysts (SrNet, classifiers based on DCTR and GFR
features) are reported in Figure 5, and the final values are in
Table II.

QF hemb
Perr (%)

XuNet SrNet DCTR GFR

75
J-Uniward (k = 0) 7.5 6.0 16.2 10.0
ADV-EMB (k = 7) 22.0 10.7 26.7 25.8
Backpack (k = 7) 47.6 15.6 32.9 31.5

TABLE II: Values of Perr plotted in Figure 5 at k = 0 and
k = 7 or k = 8 for both ADV-EMB and Backpack.

We observe that the proposed Backpack method outper-
forms ADV-EMB. Starting from a Perr of 7.5% on costs
obtained from J-Uniward, a XuNet steganalyzer trained after
seven iterations with Backpack achieves a Perr of 47.6% while
it achieves 22% using ADV-EMB.

2) Comparison between the two smoothing functions:
Softmax-Gumbel or Double-Tanh.: We saw in Section IV-B
that we can choose different differentiable functions to ap-
proximate zero-gradient functions: Softmax-Gubmel (SG) and
Double-Tanh (DT). To compare the efficiency of those two
smoothing functions to provide relevant gradient flow, we ran
the protocols for images at QF 75 using either SG or DT. The
results are shown for two iterations in Table III.

We can observe that both protocols produce stegos that are
less detectable w.r.t. XuNet than J-Uniward. The protocol is
therefore not only efficient for a specific smoothing function,

Iteration k hemb
Perr (%)
XuNet

0 J-Uniward 7.5

1 Backpack with SG 9.7
Backpack with DT 12.5

2 Backpack with SG 16.8
Backpack with DT 14.4

TABLE III: Evolution of error rate of XU-Net for two proto-
cols at QF 75 and embedding rate of 0.4 bpnzAC, the first one
with Softmax-Gumbel (SG, see Equation (12)) and a second
one with and Double-Tanh (DT, see Equation (15)), for two
iterations.

but works for several ones, proving the generality of the
protocol combined with Backpack. We can also observe that
SG provides better security at iteration 2. In all the experiments
we carried out, Backpack with SG turned out to always provide
better performances after a couple of protocol iterations.
Therefore, we recommend using this option.

C. Attacking several classifiers with Backpack

The main motivation behind Backpack is to design an
attack that can jointly fool several detectors. The experiments
described hereafter are meant to showcase this ability.

At first, let us focus on the ability to attack all classi-
fiers in Fk = {f1, .., fk} from the past iteration of the
min max protocol when Alice uses only one network ar-
chitecture. If we run the same experimental protocol as in
Figure 1 but replacing ADV-EMB with Backpack, we obtain
the detectability performances reported in Figure 6. We can
observe that Backpack solves a major weakness of ADV-EMB
highlighted in section III by defeating several detectors at the
same time.

f0 f1 f2 f3 f4 f5

Z1

Z2

Z3

Z4

Z5

Z6

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Fig. 6: For the protocol with Backpack with JPEG images
at QF 75 and payload 0.4 bpnzAC, with J-Uniward and XU-
Net, average detectability given by each classifier f j (columns)
evaluated on each adversarial stego database Zi (rows). The
blue color is for images detected as cover (the probability of
stego class is below 0.5), whereas red is for images classified
as stego.

Indeed, and contrary to ADV-EMB, until iteration 4, the
images in the stego set issued by Backpack defeat on average
all previous classifier f l, l ≤ k (see the blue cells). With fixed
experiment conditions, the task is more and more difficult and
this is why iteration 5 does not provide as good results as
lower iterations. At iteration 6, the number of optimization
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Fig. 7: Run of the protocol with Backpack for images at QF
75, payload of 0.4 bpnzAC, with assumed detectors XuNet,
SrNet and EfficientNet, and additionally for real detectors
GFR, DCTR and JRM.

steps of Backpack is increased, and a more powerful attack is
obtained allowing to fool all six classifiers.

We now move to a more ambitious setting where Backpack
has to optimize embedding costs by attacking classifiers with
several architectures. On top of XuNet, we also add SrNet and
Efficient-Net in the set F of the protocol. This means that the
size of Fk is incremented by 3 at each protocol iteration. The
evolution of the error rate can be observed in Figure 7.

1) Experimental setting details: Efficient-Net B0 (imple-
mented in Pytorch with a first stride set to 1 to avoid the
destruction of the stego noise) was initialized with pre-training
on ImageNet. Starting from iteration 4, the GPU cannot load
all models (4 ∗ 3 = 12) to compute the next adversarial stegos
with Backpack. Therefore, we only defeat the last models from
3 past iterations (9 models in total). The exit condition of
Algorithm 1 is required to hold with precision 0.01.

2) Computational cost: At iteration 3, the optimization of
the cost map takes, in average, 16.12 minutes per image, on
GPU Nvidia V100 with 16Go of memory.

3) Results: For this experiment, because Efficient-Net
might have difficulties converging, we fed the network with
newly sampled stegos in each batch from the optimized cost
maps obtained with Backpack. We can therefore apply Cur-
riculum Learning easily because we simulate the embedding of
a message of any length with the cost map. For networks that
might have difficulties converging (such as B0 Efficient-Net),
we can start the training with a high payload and decrease it
gradually during the training until it reaches the wanted value.
But we observe that it is important to fine-tune the learning
by training finally on the stegos produced by Backpack.

VI. ATTACK AND EVALUATION AT QF100
A. Extending Backback to detectors for images at QF 100

As shown in recent work [31], steganography in JPEG
images of high-quality factors is very detectable. For quality
factors 99 and 100, classifiers based on the rounding errors
in the spatial domain after decompressing the JPEG images
exhibit extremely high performance.

JPEG 
Image
QF100

de-quantization inv-DCT round - Steganalizer
<latexit sha1_base64="NILmIYS/uDs0tiBQeA4DPkU/9Qs=">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</latexit>e<latexit sha1_base64="P2lTryrW2osG76OW/PKpr+CB5BE=">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</latexit>s

<latexit sha1_base64="fFmxGEdvQzM0BvtpVtTc5FE3sdY=">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</latexit>

[s] <latexit sha1_base64="Xxd6nNxCKxOxU/FJi3oyiNdBjZ8=">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</latexit>

f(e)
<latexit sha1_base64="yXosQpFNU1RVmuPZ2nmQVxWmbs0=">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</latexit>y

Fig. 8: Pipeline used to build the adversary at QF100.

JPEG decompression of an image composed of quantized
coefficients is made of the following steps, each applied
independently to each 8× 8 block of the image x:

1) de-quantization, i.e. term-by-term multiplication by the
quantization matrix q (of size 8×8), such that y = x ·q,

2) application of the inverse discrete cosine transform
DCT−1, such that s = DCT−1(y). It can be seen as
64 convolutions (term-by-term multiplication then sum-
mation) applied to the block, i.e. sij = wij ? y with
wij = (wijkl)kl and

wijkl =
βkβl

4
cos

πk(2i+ 1)

16
cos

πl(2j + 1)

16
, (20)

β0 = 1/
√

2, βk = 1 for 0 < k ≤ 7,
3) adding value 128 to each pixel,
4) clipping to the finite dynamic range [0; 255],
5) rounding to integers. The rounding operation x to its

closest integer (in the sense of L1 norm) is denoted by
the square brackets [x].

The idea of the steganalyst proposed in [31] is to use the
rounding error in the spatial domain when decompressing a
JPEG image. The rounding error is obtained by keeping the
spatial image s with float values obtained right after the inverse
DCT (so without the rounding step), and subtracting to the
value its rounded value [s]:

e = s− [s.] (21)

Figure 2 illustrates the processing pipeline used to extract
the signal of interest e, note that it is radically different than
classical deep-learning steganalysis schemes using directly
pixel values as inputs.

The empirical standard deviation of rounding errors appears
to have a high discriminative power to detect stegos from
covers (see top left plot in Fig. 9 for an illustration on
BOSSBase with J-Uniward [17] for embedding rates of 0.01
and 0.05). For a given class of trainable detector f , it thus
proves much beneficial to modify the data pipeline and feed f
by a vector containing decompression rounding errors instead
of the image itself. In this case, the newly obtained detector
is referred to as the ”e” version.

In the experiments presented in this section, we will run a
protocol with Backpack for images at QF 100 and e-detectors
as steganalysts. The first term in (7) is now given by

∇yf (y) =
df

de
· de
ds
· ds
dy
. (22)

Assuming that the derivative of the rounding function [.]
is equal to 0, we have ∂sj

∂ei
= [i = j], meaning that de

ds

is the identity matrix. Because DCT−1 is a linear operator,
ds
dy consists in applying DCT−1 as well. In practice, these
additional operations can be coded as non-trainable layers
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of the network and auto-diff computes the corresponding
gradients.

B. Results for images at QF 100
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Fig. 9: (Top) Distribution of standard deviation of decompres-
sion rounding error of JPEG images at QF 100, for cover
(gray), or stego embedded at 0.01 (blue) or 0.05 bpnzAC
(orange) with J-Uniward (left), or with stego obtained with
min max protocol at payload 0.01 bpnzAC (right). (Down)
ROC curve based on this statistic, to discriminate between
cover and stego at payload 0.01 (blue) or 0.05 bpnzAC (or-
ange) (left) or stego with min max protocol (right). Database:
10000 BOSS Base greyscale 512× 512 images.

1) Failure of the protocol at QF 100 for too high payload:
For an embedding rate of 0.1 bpnzAC, e-XuNet gives an
error rate of 0.03% on the test set (only 3 stegos over 5000
are misclassified, and all covers are correctly classified). This
detector is almost perfect and is very challenging to avoid.
This is why we ran the protocol for images at QF 100 with
stegos generated with a very low payload of 0.01 bpnzAC,
which gives an error rate of 5.97% for e-XuNet.

2) Protocol at QF 100 at payload 0.01: We show the
results of a run of the protocol in Figure 10, for 4 iterations.
We observe an increasing error rate, from 5.97% (k = 0)
to 36.44% (k = 4) when Alice targets e-XuNet. Even for
non-targeted classifiers e-SrNet, e-EfficientNet and e-GFR, the
error rate increases significantly over iterations.

Furthermore, we repeated the statistical analysis as proposed
in [31] which sheds light on the fact that the standard deviation
of the decompression rounding error can easily discriminate
covers from stegos at even a very low payload (even at 0.05
bpnzAC).

We show histograms of those standard deviations to com-
pare stegos produced by J-Uniward and stegos produced at the
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Fig. 10: Run of the protocol with Backpack for images at
QF 100, with payload 0.01 bpnzAC, for assumed detector e-
XuNet, and real detectors e-SrNet, e-EfficientNet, and e-GFR.
Backpack uses SG and costs are initialized with J-Uniward.

last iteration of the protocol with Backpack. We can observe in
Figure 9 that the empirical distributions of standard deviations
of the decompression rounding error between covers and ste-
gos are closer for Backpack (top right) than for J-Uniward (top
left) at the same payload 0.01 bpnzAC. The same conclusion
arises from the ROC curves, where for Backpack, the curve
is close to the diagonal (bottom right), corresponding to near-
perfect undetectability.

VII. FURTHER ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Analysis of the correlations between DCT coefficients

Among the several steganographic techniques, some state-
of-the-art works show that synchronizing the modifications
while embedding can increase the security of the scheme,
for example by using lattices [32], [33]. We show in this
subsection that it can also be achieved via the definition of
an asymmetric additive distortion function, and it is why we
observe correlations for the embedding with Backpack.

The correlation between two random variables X and Y
with expected values µX and µY and standard deviations σX
and σX is defined as:

corr(X,Y ) =
cov(X,Y )

σXσY
=

E [(X − µX) (Y − µY )]

σXσY
. (23)

We can show that symmetric costs cannot introduce corre-
lations between coefficients because the covariance between
two modes is equal to 0.

Let us consider ternary embedding, and define the cate-
gorical random variable {b(k)i }(i,k)∈J1,256K×J1,NK as a random
change made to coefficients belonging to DCT mode ( bi/8c,
i mod [8]) inside a 8 × 8 DCT block bi/64c inside the
(k) − th sample among all the N non-overlapping 16 × 16
blocks in the whole dataset of images, as illustrated in the
left of Figure 12. Every change b

(k)
i takes value {−1, 0, 1}

respectively with probability {π−1,(k)i , π
0,(k)
i , π

+1,(k)
i }. All
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those random variables are independent. Their expectations
µ
(k)
i are given by:

µ
(k)
i = E[b

(k)
i ] = π

+1,(k)
i − π−1,(k)i . (24)

In order to evaluate the correlations between DCT modes,
let us define now the random variable Bi : k ∈ J1, NK 7→
E[b

(k)
i ] = µ

(k)
i . Consequently, correlations between DCT

modes cov(Bi, Bj) are given by:

cov(Bi, Bj) = E[BiBj ]− E[Bi]E[Bj ] (25)

=
1

N

N∑
k=1

µ
(k)
i µ

(k)
j −

1

N2

(∑
k

µ
(k)
i

)(∑
k

µ
(k)
j

)
(26)

.
J-Uniward [17] gives a symmetric additive distortion func-

tion, i.e. ρ−1i = ρ+1
i , so the embedding probability are also

symmetric ie π−1,(k)i = π
+1,(k)
i . In this case, ∀i, k, µ(k)

i = 0
and so corr(Bi, Bj) = cov(Bi, Bj) = 0. So symmetric
changes cannot induce correlations as opposed to asymmetric
probabilities.

ADV-EMB (see section II-A) might favor correlations be-
tween DCT modes for two reasons. First, because the message
is embedded sequentially in two steps like it is done in
synchronization with lattices: (i) first message piece embedded
in the common group, then (ii) remaining message piece
embedded in the adjustable group, where the costs have been
modified according to modifications made in the common
group. A second reason is that it uses asymmetric costs.
Indeed, ADV-EMB introduces asymmetric costs (ρ−1 6= ρ+1)
because of its update rule shown in Equation (1), and it is
interesting to notice that both Backpack and ADV-EMB both
share this feature.

The asymmetry in cost leads to an asymmetry in prob-
abilities, which are plotted in Figure 11. It shows the log-
histograms of the differences between probabilities of +1 and
−1 modifications of coefficients of several covers. A null
difference for a coefficient is equivalent to symmetric costs.
For both ADV-EMB and Backpack, there is a high quantity
of differences close to 0, as a lot of costs are set to a high
value in both directions. But the distributions of the differences
are significantly different. In the case of ADV-EMB, we can
observe that the absolute difference cannot be higher than 0.28.
It might be due to the update rule of ADV-EMB, which makes
the ratio between ρ−1 and ρ+1 equal to either 1, 1/α2 or α2.
In the case of Backpack, the gradient descent may lead to
considerable differences between probabilities, some of them
reaching 0.5 in absolute value.

We can also observe that the quantity of asymmetric costs
increases at each iteration of the min max protocol. For
ADV-EMB, this might be due to the increasing number of
costs modified at each iteration k. For Backpack, this might
be because more and more steps of gradient descent might
be required to optimize cost maps. When initialized with a
symmetric cost map such as J-Uniward, Backpack is likely to
somewhat preserve symmetry if only a few gradient descent
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Fig. 11: Log histograms of {π−1i −π1
i } for DCT coefficients of

100 cover images, obtained at iteration 1, 2 and 3 for protocol
with (left) ADV-EMB or (right) backpack, for images at QF
75 with payload 0.4 bpnzAC.
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<latexit sha1_base64="9YYyGeCQovdHjF7a7UJHHcf2IFs=">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</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="9YYyGeCQovdHjF7a7UJHHcf2IFs=">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</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="n+QtrFCUknx78CJqqhV5aG8DP0Y=">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</latexit>

2
<latexit sha1_base64="OBMmS1wh/lpF4+m2fpV7/mdmwMM=">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</latexit>

3
<latexit sha1_base64="qYly6JEhKVPavsoSgAPpKOOSAZE=">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</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="KBXq2ID0k+HftTCarhkWxCVT/+8=">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</latexit>

Intra-block correlations

<latexit sha1_base64="JcRg7n/KYeXag+aMukMjlGtJ4WY=">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</latexit>

Inter-diagonal-block correlations

<latexit sha1_base64="Z9wmvAhgC/tmsY5XSVr0rqekGis=">AAAC5nicjVLLSsQwFD3W1/gedemmOghuZmhdqMsBN7obwVFBRdJMdOpkmpKmggyCO3fuxK0/4FY/RfwD/QtvYgUfiKa0PTn3nNPcpFEq48wEwXOf1z8wODRcGhkdG5+YnCpPz+xkKtdcNLmSSu9FLBMyTkTTxEaKvVQL1o2k2I0667a+eyZ0Fqtk25yn4rDLTpL4OObMEHVUnt9MjNBV1jplXCSmGknFOz5XWgvpJNlRuRLUAjf8nyAsQAXFaKjyEw7QggJHji4EEhjCEgwZXfsIESAl7hA94jSh2NUFLjBK3pxUghSM2A49T2i2X7AJzW1m5tycviLp1uT0sUgeRTpN2H7Nd/XcJVv2t+yey7RrO6d3VGR1iTVoE/uX70P5X5/txeAYa66HmHpKHWO740VK7nbFrtz/1JWhhJQ4i1tU14S5c37ss+88mevd7i1z9RentKyd80Kb49Wukg44/H6cP8HOci1cqYVby5X61uX7UZcwhwUs0Xmuoo4NNNCk7Cvc4wGPXtu79m6823ep11f8HrP4Mry7NxCmnd8=</latexit>

Inter-adjacent-block correlations

<latexit sha1_base64="M4dOtO+QCn9rw/PD/1UUiGVSOwM=">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</latexit>

How to flatten the initial image
<latexit sha1_base64="syemNTxNodi1RcCW2AVDUBcnG/c=">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</latexit>

Correlation matrix

<latexit sha1_base64="HCAbvrZOMCHU1x4uANwN8HOUskU=">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</latexit>

64

Fig. 12: How the image is flattened to build the correlation
matrix (left). If i is the index of the row or the column of a
coefficient in the correlation matrix (right), bi/64c+1, bi/8c+
1 and i mod [8] + 1 give respectively the index of the block
(1,2,3 or 4), the index of the row and the index of the column
of the coefficient within its block, in the original image.

steps are used. Conversely, if Backpack performs many gra-
dient steps, it is likely that Backpack will exploit the degrees
of freedom provided by asymmetry and will thus significantly
drift apart from symmetric costs.

By analyzing the covariance matrix of the stego signal
of quantized JPEG coefficients (i.e. b = y − x the signal
added to the JPEG Cover image to create the Stego image)
via formula (26), we highlight the fact that the stego signal
exhibits correlations between modes. These weak correlations
are within the same block (intra-block correlations) or between
adjacent blocks (inter-block correlations). We can compare it
to the sensor noise shown in the last plot of Figure 14.

There are no correlations for J-Uniward, but there are
some for Backpack. The correlation patterns are similar to
the patterns of correlations analyzed on the sensor noise
in the DCT domain (see [34]). However, if in [34] these
correlations have been shown to favor continuities between
blocks, the correlations induced by adversarial embedding
are on the opposite sign, and we assume that they code
discontinuities between blocks to remove block artifacts due
to the embedding.
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B. Payload mismatch

Because we can use a cost map to embed a message of
any length, we can wonder if the cost maps optimized using
Backpack during a run of min max protocol with fixed payload
can be re-used to embed messages of arbitrary length. In other
words, does Backpack generalize across payloads?

To answer this question, we simulated embedding at pay-
loads 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 in the cover from the optimized
cost map obtained in the experiment in section V at payload
0.4 bpnzAC which relies on three neural architectures. Then
we trained the three architectures to detect the obtained stegos.
We plot on Figure 15 the error rate of every model at each
payload, compared to J-Uniward.

It is interesting to notice that J-Uniward has an intuitive
behavior, meaning that the smaller is the payload, the less
detectable it is for each model. We do not observe the same
behavior for the optimized costs with Backpack. Backpack
costs give worse results than J-Uniward for embedding rates
of 0.1 and 0.2. For embedding rates above 0.3 it gives better
results. For Efficient-Net, the costs are tailored to the rate 0.4
as it achieves the highest undetectability for this rate.

C. Cover source mismatch

We can also wonder if the cost maps are transferable to
another cover source. The answer is negative at the moment:
when trying to embed a message into a cover using the cost
map optimized on covers from another source, the stegos are
highly detectable. This is because the steganalysts are not
transferable as well: they all exhibit high error rates when
it comes to discriminating between covers and stegos from
another source. We believe that the lack of transferability
between cover sources is due to the lack of transferability of
the steganalysts or, in other words, the cover-source mismatch
must be primarily solved within the steganalysis literature. We
can conjecture that, if someday one can provide an efficient
steganalyst with transferability across cover sources, the cost
maps provided by a protocol run with this steganalyst would
be transferable for other sources. This, of course, cannot be
asserted or refuted at the time of writing.

D. Where to stop?

In the following paragraph, we discuss a remaining ques-
tion: how far should we cross the decision boundary when we
fool a classifier?

This question arises because we are solving an alternative
game of the real game with an infinite set of actions. When
Alice plays the min max strategy, Eve can answer by creating
a new action. Then, Alice hopes that the stego she creates will
not be detected by the next detector. Eve’s utility function is
the output probability of stego class of a detector. When the
probability is below 0.5, the stego fools the classifier.

In a previous work introducing the min max protocol [8],
we proposed to stop whenever the decision boundary is
crossed, so whenever the stego probability class is below 0.5.
We had the intuition that crossing the boundary too far would
make the stego too detectable afterward. In the present paper,
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Fig. 13: Figures in the left column show the error of the de-
tector trained to detect steganography on images Alice would
send at ith iteration of the protocol (on x-axis). Figures in the
right column show the probability that stego images created
at rowth iteration will be detectable by columnth detector.

we decided to stop when the detectability of the stego becomes
smaller than the detectability of its corresponding cover. It
has the advantage of not modifying a stego whose cover is
already misclassified. However, all these ideas are not relying
on an optimized process, and it would be interesting to find a
principled stopping rule.

E. Study of spatial-domain steganography

To show, that backpack is not restricted to JPEG domain, it
is used here in combination with the min max protocol for
steganography in the spatial domain. In this setting, Alice
wishes to communicate the payload at 0.5bpp. She anticipates
that Eve will use a XuNet detector, and she computes the
initial costs in the Backpack attack (and for stego images
at iteration zero) using HILL [35] steganography. A similar
setting is used [8], where the min max protocol is used with
ADV-EMB attack.

The upper left figure in Figure 13 shows the probability of
error Perr of Eve’s detector trained to detect images produced
by Alice at ith iteration. In the first two iterations, the error
increases from 15% to 20%, but then it drops and starts to
fluctuate. This contrasts with the behavior of ADV-EMB attack
(shown in the same figure) where, after an initial drop, the
error continuously increases and after eight iterations reaches
0.21. This means that min max protocol with both types of
attacks reaches the same error, but four times faster with the
proposed Backpack.

While the fluctuation of error when min max protocol uses
backpack might be disturbing, it is caused by the power of
Backpack. Figure 13 (right columns) shows the probability of
success of an attack against the set of detectors {1, . . . , l},
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where l is the step of the min max protocol. Red colors
mean that the attack is failing, while blue colors mean it is
succeeding. Ideally, the lower left triangle should be blue,
as is in the case of Backpack. In contrast, the same figure
for ADV-EMB is mostly red, which shows that the attack is
failing against a set of classifiers, as has been mentioned in the
motivation above. The ”nice” behavior of min max protocol
with ADV-EMB observed in Figure 13 (bottom left) is due to
the fact that min max protocol manages to remedy the flaws
of ADV-EMB.

In the case of Backpack, the observed fluctuation is caused
by ”overshooting”, which means that Backpack creates stego
images that all trained detectors consider to be cover, but by
doing so it introduces changes detectable by another (future)
detector. Thus, this fluctuation corresponds to a process of
the min max protocol improving its model of covers, stored
in sets of detectors10. Figure 1 in Ref. [9] anticipates such
a behavior, but due to the low power of ADV-EMB it had
not been observed earlier. According to Theorem 1 in [8], the
fluctuation disappears as the number of iterations increases, but
eight iterations seem not to be enough, and the computational
complexity prevents us from doing more iterations.

Finally, it is interesting that these fluctuations have not been
observed during embedding in the DCT domain. We believe
this to be caused by plausible changes in DCT domain being
more restricted.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The proposed method, called Backpack, relies on the fact
that state-of-the-art steganalyzers are (at the time of writing
convolution neural network) differentiable w.r.t. the input
image coefficients. Backpack uses a smooth approximation of
the piece-wise constant function used to draw integer-valued
coefficient modifications so that the coefficient modifications
can be differentiable w.r.t. their probability distribution param-
eters. Two candidate approximation functions are investigated:
Double-Tanh function and Softmax-Gumbel. Backpack also
uses differentiation of an implicit function to back-propagate
from the probabilities to the costs, while being compliant with
the entropy constraint for message embedding.

The experiments confirm the theoretical correctness of the
approach. Several runs of the protocol using Backpack and
a min max strategy validate the valuable performance of this
adversarial strategy in various settings especially compared to
ADV-EMB which quickly converges to a maximum error rate.
The generality of the method makes it possible to optimize
against several steganalysis schemes.

Future works can try to reduce the complexity of the Back-
pack algorithm by tuning the different hyper-parameters of the
embedding scheme (the number of iterations, the learning rate)
and the stopping criterion.
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